In our digital age, businesses collect and store an increasing amount of data, both on-prem, in hybrid cloud environments, and at the edge. A modern data security and management solution is necessary to protect this information from unauthorized access, theft, or misuse. Yet, many environments rely on legacy systems, which compromise the organizations’ ability to defend against ransomware and recover data quickly enough to minimize impact on the business.

**Two Leaders, One Multi-layered Data Security Solution**

Cohesity has expanded its collaboration with Microsoft to help enterprises harden their cybersecurity posture to satisfy compliance requirements for data privacy and security. Cohesity DataProtect, with leading innovations in security and cloud from Microsoft, provides customers a comprehensive strategy, to defend their data from cyber threats, like ransomware.

**Integrations to defend against cyber threats**

- Detect, analyze, and respond to security threats with cloud-native SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) integration between Microsoft Sentinel and DataProtect
- Securely manage and access Cohesity Data Cloud with seamless integration with Azure Active Directory and Multifactor Authentication (MFA)

**Simplified secure protection and rapid response**

- Protect your Azure, Azure Stack, and Azure VMware data with a simple and efficient backup and recovery solution that consolidates backups, file data, Disaster Recovery, Dev/Test, and analytics on a unified platform
- Secure and protect valuable Microsoft 365 data, and store it in Azure with Backup as a Service from Cohesity
- Simplified management through a single UI accelerates data searches across global locations for unified visibility and faster recoveries.
- Protect data with unlimited immutable snapshots for fast and reliable recovery to any backup point in time from ransomware and other outages

---

**Key Benefits**

- Improved security posture
- Accelerate data recovery
- Streamline threat detection
Protect M365 Data on Azure with Cohesity

Cohesity and Microsoft provide solutions that are focused on advancing data security and management. Utilizing cloud technologies to promote cyber resilience, customers can gain greater value and insight from their data. This partnership allows business leaders to protect and secure their valuable data from cyber threats, with best of breed support from two industry leaders.

Learn more at Cohesity